Staff Picks

June 2022

Welcome to our Staff Picks newsletter where we will share with you what we are reading, listening to or
watching.

The Silkworm

Loving Lizzie March

Author: Robert Galbraith
Format: Book

Author: Susannah Hardy
Format: Book

When novelist Owen Quine goes missing, his wife
calls in private detective Cormoran Strike. At first,
Mrs. Quine just thinks her husband has gone off
by himself for a few days--as he has done before-and she wants Strike to find him and bring him
home. But as Strike investigates, it becomes clear
that there is more to Quine’s disappearance than
his wife realizes. The novelist has just completed a
manuscript featuring poisonous pen-portraits of
almost everyone he knows. If the novel were to be
published, it would ruin lives--meaning that there
are a lot of people who might want him silenced.
When Quine is found brutally murdered under
bizarre circumstances, it becomes a race against
time to understand the motivation of a ruthless
killer, a killer unlike any Strike has encountered
before.

Life is not going to plan for failed fashion designer
Lizzie March, and then she finds herself pregnant
to super-hot bad boy Jake Wheeler. Convinced
that he’s The One, now all she has to do is make
him realise that she is The One for him! But is it
possible she’s been looking for love in all the
wrong places? Maybe everything she has ever
wanted is right under her very own stilettos.

The Night Village
Author: Zoe Deleuil
Format: eBook, Compact Disc
When Australian expat Simone moves to London
to start a career, getting pregnant is not on her
agenda. But she’s excited to start a new life with
her baby and determined to be a good mother.
Even though her boyfriend Paul’s cold and
grey apartment in the Barbican Estate seems
completely ill-suited for a baby. Even though
Simone and Paul have only known each other for
a year. Even though she feels utterly unprepared
for motherhood. The arrival of Paul’s cousin
Rachel in the flat should be a godsend. But there
is something about Rachel that Simone doesn’t
trust. Fighting sleep deprivation and a rising
sense of unease, she begins to question Rachel’s
motives, and to wonder what secrets the cousins
share.

Deception Creek
Author: Fleur McDonald
Format: eBook, Book
Emma Cameron, a recently divorced farmer and
a local in Barker, runs Deception Creek, the farm
that three generations of her family have owned
before her. Every day Emma pushes herself
hard on the land, hoping to make ten-year-old
memories of a terrible car accident disappear. And
now there are more recent nightmares of an exhusband who refuses to understand how much
the farm means to Emma. When Joel Hammond
is released from jail and heads home to Barker,
Detective Dave Burrows and Senior Constable
Jack Higgins are on high alert. Joel has a long and
sorry history with many of the townsfolk and they
are not keen to see him home to stay. Not all of
the Barker locals want to see Joel run out of town,
though. Some even harbour doubts about Joel’s
conviction. The town finds itself split down the
middle, families pitted against each other with
devastating outcomes.

L.A. Burning
Author: D.C Taylor
Format: eBook, eAudiobook
Cody Bonner, identical twin, daughter of a major
movie star, a teenage street kid in Los Angeles, a
bank robber at nineteen, and a prison inmate at
twenty. When she’s released after six years, she
returns to L.A. with a purpose: to learn the truth
about her sister Julie, who washed up on a Malibu
beach a year earlier.
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Silver

Red Right Hand

Author: Chris Hammer
Format: eBook, Book

Author: Chris F. Holm
Format: Book

For half a lifetime, journalist Martin Scarsden has
run from his past. But now there is no escaping.
He’d vowed never to return to his hometown, Port
Silver, and its traumatic memories. But now his
new partner, Mandy Blonde, has inherited an old
house in the seaside town and Martin knows their
chance of a new life together won’t come again.
Martin arrives to find his best friend from school
days has been brutally murdered, and Mandy
is the chief suspect. With the police curiously
reluctant to pursue other suspects, Martin goes
searching for the killer. And finds the past waiting
for him. He’s making little progress when a terrible
new crime starts to reveal the truth. The media
descend on Port Silver, attracted by a story that
has it all: sex, drugs, celebrity and religion. Once
again, Martin finds himself in the front line of
reporting. Yet the demands of deadlines and his
desire to clear Mandy are not enough: the past is
ever present.

When viral video footage from a terrorist attack
in San Francisco reveals that a mob informant
thought dead is still alive, FBI Special Agent
Charlie Thompson knows just who to contact
to save her witness from certain death: Michael
Hendricks. He may be a hitman, but he’s not a bad
guy. Teaming up with a green but determined tech
whiz, Cameron, on the condition she leave him
alone after the case, Hendricks reluctantly takes
the job. Of course, finding a man desperate to stay
hidden is challenging enough without deadly
competition, let alone when that competition’s
shadowy corporate backer is tangled in the
terrorist conspiracy playing out around them...

The Recovery Agent
Author: Janet Evanovich
Format: eBook, Book
Lost something? Gabriela Rose knows how to
get it back. As a recovery agent, she’s hired by
individuals and companies seeking lost treasures,
stolen heirlooms, or missing assets of any kind.
She’s reliable, cool under pressure, and well
trained in weapons of all types. But Gabriela’s
latest job isn’t for some bamboozled billionaire,
it’s for her own family, whose home is going to be
wiped off the map if they can’t come up with a lot
of money fast. Inspired by an old family legend,
Gabriela sets off for the jungles of Peru in pursuit
of the Ring of Solomon and the lost treasure of
Cortez. But this particular job comes with a huge
problem attached to it - Gabriela’s ex-husband,
Rafer. It’s Rafer who has the map that possibly
points the way to the treasure, and he’s not about
to let Gabriela find it without him. Rafer is as
relaxed as Gabriela is driven, and he has a lifetime’s
experience getting under his ex-wife’s skin. But
when they aren’t bickering about old times the
two make a formidable team, and it’s going to
take a team to defeat the vicious drug lord who
has also been searching for the fabled ring.

The Women of Troy
Author: Pat Barker
Format: Book
Troy has fallen. The Greeks have won their bitter
war. They can return home as victors, loaded with
their spoils: their stolen gold, stolen weapons,
stolen women. All they need is a good wind to
lift their sails. But the wind does not come. The
gods have been offended - the body of Trojan
king Priam lies desecrated, unburied - and so the
victors remain in limbo, camped in the shadow of
the city they destroyed, pacing at the edge of an
unobliging sea. And, in these empty, restless days,
the hierarchies that held them together begin
to fray, old feuds resurface and new suspicions
fester. Amidst her squabbling captors, Briseis -now married to Alcimus, but carrying the child
of the late Achilles -- must forge alliances where
she can: with young, dangerously naïve Amina,
with defiant, aged Hecuba, and with wild-eyed
Cassandra, the unheeded seer. And so begins the
path to a kind of revenge. Briseis has survived
the Trojan War, but peacetime may turn out to be
even more dangerous...
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The Sound of Her Voice

We Are the Brennans

Author: Nathan Blackwell
Format: Large Print, Compact Disc

Author: Tracey Lange
Format: eBook

Some murder cases you can’t forget, no matter
how hard you try. For Detective Matt Buchanan,
it’s the death of fourteen-year-old Samantha
Coates. And there have been other missing girls
since; the litany of violence never stops. He’s
probably been in the job too long, Buchanan
reckons, and has taken a gutful of the nastiness of
human nature. But when he pursues some fresh
leads, it soon becomes clear he’s on the trail of
something big. As he pieces the horrific crimes
together, Buchanan finds the very foundations of
everything he once believed in start to crumble.
Taking the law into his own hands, he’s forced
across that grey line that separates right and
wrong - into places so dark, even he might not
make it back...

Some secrets you keep from your family. And
some secrets you keep for your family. When
twenty-nine-year-old Sunday Brennan wakes up
in a Los Angeles hospital, bruised and battered
after a drunk-driving accident she caused, she
swallows her pride and goes home to her family
in New York. But it’s not easy. She deserted them
all - and her high school sweetheart - five years
before, with little explanation, and they’ve got
questions. Sunday is determined to rebuild her
life back on the East Coast, even if it does mean
tiptoeing around resentful brothers and an exfiance. The longer she stays, however, the more
she realizes they need her just as much as she
needs them. When a dangerous man from her
past brings her family’s pub business to the brink
of financial ruin, the only way to protect them is
to upend all of their secrets - secrets that have
damaged the family for generations and will
threaten everything they know about their lives.
In the aftermath, the Brennan family is forced to
confront painful mistakes-and ultimately find a
way forward, together.

The Disappearing Act
Author: Catherine Steadman
Format: Book
A woman has gone missing - But did she ever
really exist? Mia Eliot has travelled from London
to LA for pilot season. This is her big chance to
make it as an actor in Hollywood, and she is ready
to do whatever it takes. At an audition she meets
Emily, and what starts as a simple favour takes a
dark turn when Emily goes missing and Mia is the
last person to see her. Then a woman turns up,
claiming to be Emily, but she is nothing like Mia
remembers. Why would someone pretend to be
Emily? Starting to question her own sanity, she
goes on a desperate and dangerous search for
answers, knowing something is very, very wrong.
In an industry where everything is about creating
illusions, how do you know what is real? And how
much would you risk to find out?

Heiress on Fire
Author: Kellie McCourt
Format: eBook
The marriage of Aussie billion-heiress Indigo-DaisyViolet-Amber Hasluck-Royce-Jones-Bombberg to
conscientious reconstructive surgeon Dr Richard
Bombberg has come to a spectacular end. In the
middle of a cocktail party, Indigo set him and a
mysterious redhead on fire. And then blew them
and her penthouse up. All terrible accidents. When
detectives discover explosive device remains
in the charred penthouse, they’re gunning for
Indigo. Unless she can remain upright, stuff her
dignity into her Chanel clutch and uncover the
mystery redhead’s identity, she’s going to jail.
To help Indigo, her semi-retired, semi-Buddhist,
supermodel mother hires Esmerelda, a recent
graduate of the model mentor prison program, as
Indigo’s personal assistant. Indigo and Esmerelda
traverse Sydney’s upper-class underbelly picking
locks, outsmarting bankers and leprechauns,
beating up feared gangsters, breaking into
hospitals, setting a cathedral on fire (another
terrible accident), bribing a giant fireman and
some other stuff. How hard can all this be for an
heiress and a felon?
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